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THE CONSTRIJCTIUN OF STAND AEkIAL PHOTO-VOLUME TABLS

FOR 3ECOND-GRO1!Th DOUGLAS-FIR

INTRO tXJCTION

In order to keep pace with. th needs of a rapidly growing pop-

ulation, foresters will have to use intensive manageraent practices

to increase tr±e sustained yield output of the nation's forest re-

source. The U.S. Forest Service, in a report to the President,

stated the sustained yield goal for the National Forests 1y the y

2000 is three times greater than the timber cut in 1957 or 21.1

billion board feet (46, p.9). In order to meet this goal, one of the

immediate steps t be taken i that of making up-to-date inventories

followed by periodic re-inventories. Inventories are costly and time

consuming; therefore, foresters must use every tool 'i1ab1 to

increase their effectiveness,

The use of aerial photoraphs in forestry has enabled foresters

to obtain a clearer understandIng of existing land use patterns and

conditions4 It is possible in a matter of hours to scuure from

photographs, certain tye of information, of imortance to foresters,

which might otherwise require weeks of field work. The m.kinp, of

intelliant manage'ent decteionF can be greatly aided through judic-

ious use of aerial photos.

An important phase of forest managoaent is the collection of

mensurational data for tree and volume comoutations used in forest

inventory, It has been demonstrated that suitable data can be ob-

tamed from aerial photographs. Preliminary studies have been made
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on cruising timber from eria1 photos. Thsc given promise that

further study and research wIU :.uduce a faster ad more accurate

meais of timber estimating. In order to be an effective tool the

inventory method should be rapid, easy to apply, free from compli-

cater urents nd t1ii fall wjthi.n the table ste4srds of

accuracy.

Although the feasibility of aerial cruising has been demonstrat-

ed, it is necesxy to develop techniques and table' applicable to

local forest conditions. The purpose of thip study is to construct

a stand photo-volume table that can be used for cruising second-

growth Douglas-fir and to test its accuracy.



DEFINZTIONS OF TER USED

Cxa, cioeure: A photo measure or estimate of the density of a

forest stand, A seen on the vertical photographs, crown closure is

the percentage of ground area occupied by tree crowns (5, p.*40).

Ayaa'ae tee )eight8 The average tote], height in feet of the

dominant and co-dominant trees of any given area.

Aerial photo-vo],ume tabe: A table showing the average contents

in specified units of volumes of individual trees (tree photo-volume

table) or stands (stand photo..vojuae table) based upon such variables

as stand density, visible tree height, and crown diameter, which can

be measured on aerial photographs (5, p,859),

Visible crown diameter: The apparent diameter of a tree crown

imaged on a vertical aerial photograph (5, p.840).



OF T1{E LITERATURE

HISTORICAL

e first practical photographs, known as daguórr.otypes, were

taken in 1639 by Jaques Daguerrae, and as early as 161i0 Dominiqw

Arago advocated their uee by topographers in the c'ilation of

topographic maps. Aim,' Lausaedot, a French Aruy off ic.r, began

to experiment with aerial photography in 3.858, using kites and bal'-

leone to raise the camera above the ground. The project was abandoned

in 1860 because of the cameras inability to provide adequate photo

coverage from a fixed point. In 1900 Captain Scheimpflug, art Au..-

trian Army officer, produced an eights-lens camera that could be at"

tached to the basket of a btd Ponit and could take a composite photos-

graph of the view comnanded by the baUoon $ position (4 p.24),

The development of instruments and measuring devicse used in

pe from photographs proceeded with the development of

photogrammetric methods, In 1892 F, 8tolze developed the floating

mark principle; later Dr. Pulfrick produced a practical method of

measuring heights using this same principle, In 3.901 Dr. Pulfrick

invented an iritruaent to measure parallax called a etereocoinparstor

and at the same time HäbI and Ore). independently developed a similar

instrument. These instr'rnente operated on the same principles as our

odern day equipment (4, p.8).

Th. development and use of aerial photograph? and suitable

photogratric equipment continued at a slow pace unt1 World War I



when the need for ml) itar'y maps and intell&gence information focused

att,ntion on aerial photographs. Sines this tis rapid strides have

been made in the deyejo.ent of more precise cameras, equieient and

tocbniques (4, p.9).

Extensive literature has been written relative to the uses of

aerial photographs in the field of forestry. These uses includes

type mapping, forest inventory, species identification, topographic and

pinimetric mapping, range surveys and recreational planning. A

review of literature pertinent to vo1unie estimating will be presented

in the following order: early photo cruising, direct photo measure-

monte (tree and stand heights, and crown closure percent) and stand

photo-volume tables.

LITERATURE PERTINENT 1) AERIIL FHOTO CRUISING

ing timber front aerial photographs had an early be,

d Wilson, a Canadian forester, used then in conjunction

th type mapping in 1919. This was the first evidence of a forester

using aerial photographs in conjunction with his profession, and

Wilson in credited with being the founder of forest photograinmetry (28).

In 1925 Cornwall (].3) was doing cruising from photographs by counting

the total number of snags on a given area and applying an average

volume per nag to obtain the total estimate Professor Hugerehof'f,

(43) of Thorendt, aormany, constructed the first photo-volume table in

1925. He ued &ingie variables which were stand height and stand

density. In 1929 Seeley, of Canada, made rough volume estimates from
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photographs, using direct measurements (43). In 1940 American forest-

ers used aerial photographs to supplement their ground cruises in red-

wood timber (17), The early uses of photographs were primarily for type

mapping and area inventory of resource, They were used in conjunc-

tion with topographic maps for identification purposes. Not until

World War II, with its precise cameras, more stable aircraft, and

highly specialized photo interpretation techniques, did photocruis-

ing receive its beg impetus, The first American photo-volume tables

were developed by Stephen Spurr in 1945, and since this tine repid

progress has been made in aerial photo-cruising (40).

Many photo-volume tables have been constructed by such people

a: Pope (33), Moessner (26), Nash (30), Dilworth (14), Morris (29),

Meyer & Worloy (23), Gingrich & Meyer (18), Avery (7), Allison &

Rreadon (3) and many others.

Many different forest measurements can be obtained from aerial

photographs. They are either measured directly or determined indirectly.

Before volumes can be estimated, certain stnd attributes must be known

such as: total height, crown closure percent, vi1b1e crown diameter or

basal area, A review of literature pertaining to those factors used

in constructing the volume table in this report will be presented as

follows:

Total height.
Crown closure percent.
Stand photo-volume tables.

Total height. Several methods can be used in determining the

heights of trees such as: the shadow method, the direct measurement
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of an object on an oblique photograph or the measurement of parallax

difference. Of these, only the parallax method will be used because

of the serious limitations of the other two. The parallax method

utilizes the floating dot principle developed in 1892 by F. Stolze

(4). Several accurate and inexpensive deviseshave been developed

for obtaining spot heights and elevations, Among thege are the par-

allax bar and the parallax wedge developed by Spurr (4).). Moessner

reports that the use of expensive stereo plotting instrument8 are not

necessary to accurately measure parallax difference (26, p.10). The

simple parallax wedge can measure within .002 inches two times in three

on medium scale photographs, which means that average stand heights

can be obtained within ten feet,

Extensive tests have been made on the accuracy of measuring

tree heights. These teats include testing the various scales of

photography, different qualities of paper, differences between in-

terpreter and repetition of measurements, Some possible sources of

error and difficulty in measuring tree heights in normal forest

conditions can be attributed to the following (34, p.872):

Accidental measurement error of interpreter,

Errors of photo scale determination.

Difference in altitude between camera stations,

Failure of tree tip to resolve.

Wind movement of tree tip.

6, Tree crowns obscuring the ground.

7. Brush or other cover obscuring the ground.



False stereo on ground points.

Tip and tilt.

The accidental errors of the photo interpreter can be reduc.d

by using repeated measurements. A study by Sarni indicated that the

height of an individual tree could only be measured within 24 per

cent (at the five percent significance level), but the average of

twenty-five trees would be within acceptable standards of accuracy

(37, p.619) Worley nd Landis (47) obtained a standard error of

estimat. of eight to ten feet with 1:12,000 photography by using

repeated measurements.

failure of the tree tip to resolve is a photo characte

tic common to conifers, especially young and vigorous trees. Colline

(12, p.169) measured forty trees that ranged from 50 to 120 feet in

height and an average height of ninety feet, Re measured each tree

three times and then added two additional feet for the unresolved

tip. From this he obtained a standard error of estimate of 6.1 feet

for individual trei and 5.1 feet for the dcninanta. Poor resolution

of the tips of iimnature trees caused Hindley (20, p.32) to prepare

correction factors, as shown in fable I, to be added to the tress

when measured on aerial photographs.

HedWOOd trees have a broader crown and good resol

and Worley obtained a standard error of three to six feet

ting heights of upland oak (23, p.368),



BLE I

The scale of photography las a limited effect on the accuracy of

height measurement, partly duo to the resolving power of the camera

and photographic film and papr, The most commonly used scales of

photography are 1:12,000 in t1e western United States end 1:15,840

in the eastern United States d Canada. The U.S. Department of

Agriculture used a scale of l20,000, but some of this ie being

replaced by more recent photography of 1*12,000. The accuracy obtained

from the smaller scales falls 4thin acceptable standards for normal

height measurements; so littló would be gained by using large scale

photography for other than special projects. The quality of phote--

graphy probably h&s as much to do with accuracy as the scale.

Moessner found that on good qslity 1:20,000 aerial photographs

tree height can be measured within dx feet (26), Spurr and Brown

indicated that trees should b able to be classified into five-foot

height classes (41). Dilwort} (14) has prepared a table of expected

precision (Table II) that 1ists the degree of accuracy that can be

9

Photo Measurem
Tree Height

(Feet)

Correction Factor
(Feet)

20 13
30 11
40 9
50 7
60 5
70 3
80 2
90 1

100 0



Crown c1ourepercen1. Crown closure percent is one of the more

cosnon photo measurements that can be taken directly from aerial

photographs. The estimating of crown closure is easy and requires

little training. A correlation exists with stand volute as pointed

out in studies by various authors e.g., Dilworth (14), Avery (7),

Meyer and. Worley (23), Moessner (26), Pope (33), Allison and Breadon

(3), and marty others. Crown closure ie a valuable measure of stand

density only when it i a major factor influencing volume; i.e., when

10

xpected from good quality phoograihs at various scales.

The use o± magnification *as thought to have increased the accur-

acy by offering iwre resolving power1 but 8ernstein (8) found that

no correlation sxited, Meyer investigated the possible effects that

different grades of paper end types of photo finishes might have on the

accuracy of height measurements, He found no significant differoncc

between accuracy and types of vapor or finishes (22).

In order to insure accurate height measurements the

ould be placed on accuracy of equipment, quality of photography

and training of the interprete',

7ABLE

pectod Precision of Tree Height Measurements

Scale Average Error

1 : 10,000 ,± 5'
1 12,000 t 8'
1 : 15,840 ! 10'
1 : 20,000 13'



the measure of ezown closure serves to estimate basal area (42,

p 212).

The most commonly ueed methods of estimating crown closure per-

cent are the dot-grid system and ocular estimation using a standard of

comparison as a guide. The dot-grid system estimates croim density

by the proportion of the total dots that fall on the crowns of trees

(42).. This system is difficult and time consuming. Worley and

Meyer (4k3, p.374) made tests comp*ring the dot grid system with

ocular estimating, using the scale constructed by Moesener. The

accuracy of either method was 5 to 10 percent,

The ocular estimation of density, using crown den y

scale, has proven fast and accurate and little training i5 requir

for it (24). Crown closure percent estimating is not free from

bias and is largly a judgement of the observer; however, accurate

reu1t can ettU be obtained through training and practice.

greatest source of error in estimating crown closure is the yste-

matic error between obesr--ers (4a). Avery points out that the over or

underestimt cf volumes made by the individual observers was

correlated with the over or underestimate of crown closure percent (7).

yer and Worley (23) stated that the accidental errors of the indivLd-

al interpreters were reduced from ten to seven percent by averaging

two separate readings.

Factors that influence over or underestimating crown closure are

reported by Spurr (42) Among these are: quality of image, the nature

and pattern of shadows, the scale of the photograph and the perspec-

tive of aerial photographs as opposed to ground observations. Crown
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closure will tend to be overestimated on poor quality photographs

and photographs in extreme tone. Crown closure estimates taken

from the ground will generally be underestimated (42, p.211).

Stand photo-volume tab1e, Although the first photo-volume

tables were made in 1925 by Hugerahoff (43), the use of photo

cruising is not widespread,. Many foresters seem reluctant to

change from proven field cruising methods. Aerial cruising cannot

entirely replace field work but can be used as a supplement to ground

methods. A certain amount of field work will always be necessary to

estimate visible defect, log grade, vigor, age and to check aerial

photo measurements. However, aerial photos can help reduce the amount

of field work and greatly increase the forester's efficiency. Through

the use of aerial photographs inaccessible areas that formerly had

to be estimated by a reasonable guess can be cruised to measurable

standards of accuracy. Canada has been the leader in the use of

photo cruising for extensive inventories, partly because of the

vast areas of inaccessible resources and partly because of economic

necessity.

The earliest American stand photo-volume table was constructed

by Spurr in 1945 for eastern white pine (40). Using height as the

single variable, he obtained a correlation coefficient of .94 with

stand volume. A test of this early table estimated volumes within

8.6 percent of the actual ground volume, The individual plot volumes

varied from the ground plots but the errors tended to be compensating

(40). Spurr felt, from this early study that the use of stand



rolume tables usir height and ci Lables was well

suited for the estimation of per acre volume of even-aged, rapid-

growing stands, particularly if the dominant species were coiifere

(40).

In 1950 Pope (33) constructed stand photo-volume tables for

Douglas-fir. Douglas-fir i a rapidly-growing species of medium

tolerance and griws in relatively even-aged stand8, occasionally

rowlng in a two-storied stand with scattered old growth surrounded

by an even aged second-growth stand. Using 18 one-fifth acre plots,

Pope constructed two separate tand photo-volume tables, one using

total height and crown density and the other using total height and

visible crown diameter.

ft series of three tests of the volume tables was made. The

firet teet included seven separate estimates of ground volumee.

AU seven were within 10 percent of the actual volume and four of the

seven were within three percent. A second teat of the table wae

made using forty-eight field plots near Clark County, Washington.

The stand contained a mixture of hadwoode and also included density

classes that were lower than the table values. The seven estimates

ere within 10-20 percent of the ground e'timate A third test of

the table was mnde on sixteen plots located in Douglas County, Oregon.

These plots were on poorer sites and were of older age classee than

the plote used in constructing the photo-volume table. Becauso of

this, the estimates were 25-45 percent low (33), The increasing

errors that resulted from estimating volumes of stands that differed



preparing local photo-volume tables. The more the stands to be

estimated differed from the photo-tables values the poorer was the

estimate, Pop& 13 opinion was that the evidence pointed out that

the stand volume approach would be a reliable means of estimating

Douglas-fir (33),

in 1956, Dilworth constructed tree photowvolume tables for

second-growth Douglas-fir using tree height and visible crown dia.

meter as variables (is). The testing of this table gave favorable

results with a rtandard error of estimate of 13.4 percent, He

concluded that cruising of socond-grosrth Douglas.-fir was possible

at normal staricIard of accuracy.

Ayery constructed composite stand photo-volume tables for

southern pines and hardwood in 1958 because of the difficulty of

identifying the different species on the aerial photograph (7.,

The variables used were crown closure percent, tree height and

viib10 crown diameter classes. In testing the tables Avery found

that the over or underestimate made by observers was correlated with

the over or underestimate of the crown closure percent Re further

states that with reliable photo méasurnents the composite table

should have accuracy within ten percent of actual field volumes.

Allison end Breadon (3) constructed stand volume tables using

least squares of linear regression of the form T b0# b h + b d,

where h is equal to height and d is crown density. The correlation

coefficient was low (.28) and suested it ht be accounted for

frcmi the basic photo-table Information, t out the necessity of



by the wide v*riations of stand 'volumes. It also includes the

"personal factor" because of the use of different interpreters. In

app1ying this table to volume estimation a correction factor had to

be prepared and applied to the table to m&ke it applicable to local

conditions. Through double-sampling a simple regression was develop-

ed using actual volume over photo volume (3). The new correlation

coefficient between ground volume and photo volume was .68.

There are three main sources of error when cruising timber,

using photo volume tables. These are: (1) the errors of photo

measurements, (2) the sampling error of estiiate of the stand photo-.

volume table, (3) the sampling error of the selected plots (23).

Meyer and Worley (23) tested volume tables for their accuracy, using

ix different interpreters who each measured twenty-four separate

plots. Each of the si interpreters measured every plot twice. The

analysis of the results showed that the variation between individual

observations was not as great as the variation among interpreters.

This indicated that serious systematic errors created a standard

deviation four times as great as would have existed without them.

To overcome this, Meyer and Warley (23) suggested that a correction

factor be calculated, for each interpreter, through controflel com-

parisons using the formula (Va V Factor). In the errors of

photo measurement, accidental errors can be reduced by using repeated

measurements and obtaining an average value.

A stand photo-volume table was constructed by Rogers, Ave I

Chapman (36) for the spruce-fir-hardwood type in Maine, using crown



closure percent as the only variable. They found the highes

correlation with gross volume (.68) to be crown closure percent.

With this information they constructed a stnd photo-volume table

using ten percent crown closure classes rangiflg from forty to one

hundred percent. The assumption was nwcie that the ten percent inter-

val was the closest estimate that could be consistently made.

The qv'idence in the literature points to the fact that reaaon-

ably accurate results can be obtained through the use of stand photo-

volume tables as a means of estimating timber. The accuracy of the

tables can be further increased by using repetitive measurements

on single obaervaticns (23) and by establishing correction factors

to reduce the systematic interpreter' a error. Smith, Lee, and

Dobie (:39) also noted the systematic error was a large source of

variation. In order to obtain a higher correlation coefficient

in their volume tables, they used the average height end crown width

of the five tallest trees of each plot, rather than measuring each

tree separately. To insure consistent and reliable results it is

best to use localized volume tables when photo cruising.

The advantages of using aerial photos for cruising far out-.

weigh any disadvantages. Where time and manpower are limited,

photo cruiirtg can be used as an effective supplement to ground

cruinin .ither large or small areas. Allison and Breadon thought

that from forty to aixty photo plots could be taken in the seine

number of man hours it took to obtain one ground plot (3), The buoy

forest manager no longer needs to completely rely on young and



vigorouB help to obtain necessary volume information but can get

this information first.'hand, if' need be, from aerial photographs0
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PRESENTATION eF STUDY

a twelve-inch focal length. The photo

weight paper having a semi-matte £inis}

o11ection of office data: The or

collected was estimating the crown c1osire percent for each photo plot,

CoUetio of field data: The data used for the construction

the stand photo-volume table in his study were obtained from the field

plots used by Dr J.R Bilworth in the construction of tree photo-

yolume tables in 1956 (14), The plot were located in the McDonald

Forest in Bonton County, Oregon. A tta1 of fifty one-fifth acre

plots were used in the construction o1 the stand photo-volume table

and on which the following informatioz was obtained: DBH, total height,

visible crown diameter, age and crown position. The timber on the

MeDonald Forest is composed primarily of aecondgrowth Douglas-fir

that ranges from sixty to one hundred wenty years of age and grows

on sites II, 111, and IV, with an averlge site class of III. Douglas-

fir i a tree of medium tolerance and rows in relatively oven-aged

stands,

The DBH of each tree was measured with a diameter tape and each

was classified as to crown position i.e., dominant, co-dominant, inter-'

mediate or surpressed, The height of ach tree wa measured using

an abney hand level. Every field plot was accurately located on the

photograph and pin pricked. The photoraphs used for this study were

flol!,n 10,000 and 12,000 fe.t above the datum plane using a camera with

raphe were printed on double

office daturi that was



60%

30%

70%

40%

80%

50%

90%

The scale was developed and used for this study because it was

felt that it was easier to apply and represented a closer approximation

to normal cruising and stand conditions. Circles were used because

photo estiivates are generally made using circular plots; also, tree

crowns are characteristically round and each dot represents an average

ature second-growth Douglas-fir having a visible crown diameter of

thirty feet.

Three separate estimates of crown closure were made for each plot

and the average estimate of each wa ucd. Each plot was then grouped

This was estimated usinv a crown closi re csle developed by the

investigator. This le is illustrated in figure 1.

CROWN DENSITY . GALE

1:12,000 30' CROWN DI TER
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into a ten percent crown closure class, with the clrsse ranging front

forty to one hundred percent, as shown in Table III.

TABLE III

Crown Closure Number of Plots Crow. Closure Number of Plots
Percent Percen

40 2 80 U
50 3 90 U
60 6 100

70 9 Total 50

The average height of the dominant and codominant trees was

used ae the total height of the stand. This height was obtained in

the field using an abney hand level0 The volume of the plot was

calculated using the form cl! ViUnt5 table (19). All trees were

considered merchantable that ha.d a diameter of at least 11.5 inches

breast height.

Construction of the volume table: The volume table was construct

ed using the linear multiple regression method. The basic equation

that was used was y =- a + bx i cz + dxz where:

y plot volume

x - stand height in fee

z = crown closure in percent

= interaction

a,b,c, and d constants



The resulting volume equation was: y= -2289 + 17.49 x 13.02z and

produced the volume table shown in Table IV. The graphic solution

to the equation is illustrated in figure 3.

The interaction term (dxz), included in the original equation,

was not significant, so was not included in the final volume equation.

The sums of squares (es) of the regression of three variables was only

slightly larger than the s of the regression of two variables, The

interaction term (dxz), had it been significant, would have forced the

lines to radiate from a zero; however, since this term was not signifi-

cant straight parallel lines could be used. This offere a more

uniform solution to the volume table and still retains the same degree

of accuracy.

The multiple correlation coefficient of this volthn table (between

total height, crown closure and volume) was .79. The corlation
coefficient was .70 for volume and height alone and .15 for volume

and crown closure. The F values of the partial regrealon coefficients
for height and crown closure were significant at the one percent

level, The standard error of estimate for the volume table waa four

percent,

21

The analysis yielded the following values of the constants

a -229

b 17.49

C 13.02



Additional tables were made showing the standard error of pre-

diction in board feet arid percent for each value given in the stand

photo-volume table. These are presented in Tables V and VI respectively.



$ecorid-growth Doug3.as-fr

Site indexes 100-160
Constructed by- least squares using multiple regression
1&inimum DBH U.5 inches, top diameter 8"
Based on fifty one-fifth acre plots.
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80 760 1410 2060

90 980 1635 2285 2935

100 1205 1855 2510 3160 3810

110 1455 2105 2755 3410 4060 4710

120 1605 2305 2955 3605 4260 4910 5560

130 2530 33. :4 3830 4480 5135 5780 64:35

140 3405 4055 4705 5355 6010 6660 7310

150 4280 4930 5580 6230 6885 7535 83.85

160 5150 5800 6450 7100 7755 8405 9055

170 6025 6675 7325 7975 8630 9280 9950

Board Ft Stand Pbo 4o ume T

Total Crown Closure Percent
Height
Feet 40 50 60 70 90 100

Volume per acre in tens ol oard feet



figure 3

Graphical Solution to Board foot Volume Table
by

Crown Closure Classes
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100 120 140 160

Total Height in Feet



Standard rror pf !iction for
Stand hotoVo)rume Table

Total Crwn C1otire Percent
Reight
Feet 40 50 60 70

Volume pr acre in tons of bo

Based on 50 plots.
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90 100

440 440

365 390

305 370

275 375

280 405

320 455

380 525

460 600

45 685

635 770

80

90

100

110 620

1.20 710 555

130 650 493

140 600 450

150 565 430

160 550 435

170 550 460

500

510 410

550 420 325

475 5 260

405 220

350 230

325 250 275

325 290 345

360 60 430

415 440 520



Based on 50 plots.
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Total

TABLE VI

.ard E'rorof Prediction ror

id ?boto-Vo1rne Tb1e

rown C1oure Percen
Height
Feet 40 60 70 80 90 100

Percent

80 66 31 21

90 52 25 16 13

00 46 23 13 9 9

0 43 23 13 8 7 8

120 43 24 14 8 5 6 7

130 26 16 9 5 4 6 7

140 18 11 7 5 5 6 7

150 13 9 6 5 5 6 7

160 11 7 6 5 6 6 8

170 9 7 6 6 6 7 8



ACCURACY OF MEASUREM1NTS

Crown Closure: One possible method of testing the accuracy of

crown closure measurements is through using a serie of permanently

established plots, of IQlown values, s a standard of comparison. Such

a series has been developed by Robert Pope and David Bernstein of the

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station. A series of

fifteen plots were located on a stereogram (shown in figure 3) and

each of the fifteen plots was estimated by four experienced photo-

interpreters. These estimates were averaged for each plot and then

used as the standard value.

27

figure 3.

For the purposes of this study three separate estimates were

made for each plot to obtain an average crown closure value. Each

group of estimates was spaced one week apart to reduce the possibility

of memorizing any one value. The results of this test are shown in



Table VII. The standard error of estimate was 5 percent. The 

Ttet was not significant at the one percent level, 
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Plot 
Number 

Standard 
Value 

p 

TkBLE VII 

Plot Standard 
Value 

Tested 
Value 

Estimated 
Value Number 

85 82 A 65 52 

2 90 93 8 60 60 

3 50 55 C 45 37 

4 25 22 D 90 93 

5 60 58 E 80 80 

6 55 53 F 20 23 

7 35 37 0 65 58 

II 40 38 



SUM ARY AND CQNCLtJSION

Aerial photographs have been uod in the field of forestry for
over forty years but riot until recently has much emphasis been placed

on estimating timber directly from photographs. Extensive rese'wch

has been done relative to the accuracy of measurements from photo-

graphy using a variety of scales and different kinds of paper. The

literature points out that accurate measurements can be obtained from

aerial photographs using the most common scales of photography. Many

different kinds of ihoto-yolwe tables have been constructed for

different species and most all, investigators agree that timber cruising

can be done on photographe within normal accuracy standards,

The purpose of this study was to construct a stand photo-volume

table for second-growth Douglas-fir. The basic data used in the con-

structIon of this volume table were collected on fifty one-fifth acre

plots In second-growth Douglas-fir stands located on the McDonald For-

est in 3enton County, Oregon, The plots were accurately located on t

ground and pin-pxcked on the photographs. The following information

was gathered on each plot: DBH, crown dInoter, total height, age and

crown position. Crown closure percent was estimsted for each plot

using a crown density scale constructed especially for this study.
A 5tafld photo-volume table was constructed using the heights of

the dominant nd co-doiiinnt trees, e.s measured in the. field,

Crown closure percent. The basic equation for the multiple regression

analysis was: y a + bx + cz i- dxz. T

Ing constcnts for the equation; a *2

is yielded the follow-

b 17.49, c 13.02. The

29
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interaction term was not significant so it was dropped from the final

volume equation. The multiple correlation was .79 (total height,

crown closure nd volume). The correlation co-efficient was .70

for volume and height alone and .15 for volume and crown closure.

The F values of the partial regression co-efficients for both height

and crown closure were significant at the one percent levei.

A te5t of accuracy of crown closure percent was made using a

stereograii prepered by Robert ?ope an t)avid Sernsteic of the Pacific

Northwest Forest and Range Licperiment Station. The test compared

favorably with the standard Yalues estab1ih.ed for each plot on the

stereograin. The standard error of estimate wa fl-re percent Evi-

dance in the literature points out that the greatest source of error

in eetl-ating crown closure percent is the sy:teT1atie error between

interpreters. This test ca be used as a basis with which to compare

an individual interpreter's estimte with the standards used in the

construction of the photo-volume table, A correction factor can be

made for each interpreter by using a simple regression of the indivi-

dual's value nd the standard value. This would adjust any inter-

preter' s estimate to the values of the table. A similar test could

be used to correct the individual's stand height estinwtes to the

actual field heights. Caution should be exercised in using a stand

volume table to estimate timber volumes, especially in stands that

differ from the basic data us. in constructing the volume table.

If the t&id differ appreciably, the volume table should be adjusted
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to Auit local condition.

Although the photo volume table wa not field tested, it is

evident from the multiple correlation co-efficient nd stnndard

error of estimate (four percent), that the stand photo-volume

approach i well suited to estimating volunLe; in second-growth

Douglas-fir and that photo-cruising should be able to be done Tithin

normal standards of accuracy.
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